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Abstract⎯ This work presents a control strategy for 
mobile robots navigating in corridors, using the fusion of 
the control signals from two redundant or homogeneous 
controllers: one based on optical flow calculation and the 
other based on the estimates of position of the robot with 
respect to the centerline of the corridor, which is 
estimated using data from ultrasonic and vision sensors.  
Both controllers generate angular velocity commands to 
keep the robot navigating along the corridor, 
compensating for the dynamics of the robot. The fusion of 
both control signals is done through a Decentralized 
Information Filter. The stability of the resulting control 
system is analyzed. Experiments on a laboratory robot are 
presented to show the feasibility and performance of the 
proposed control system.  
Keywords⎯ sensor fusion, mobile robot, artificial vision, 
nonlinear control. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

A main characteristic of Autonomous Navigation is its 
capability of capturing environmental information 
through external sensors, such as vision, distance or 
proximity sensors. Although distance sensors (e.g., 
ultrasound and laser types), which allow to detect 
obstacles and measure distances to walls and obstacles 
near the robot, are the most commonly used sensors,  
vision sensors are increasingly being used because their 
capability to provide more  information. 
  When autonomous mobile robots navigate within 
indoor environments (e.g., public buildings or 
industrial facilities) they should be able to move along 
corridors, turn at corners and enter/exit rooms. 
Regarding motion along corridors, some control 
algorithms have been proposed in various works. In 
Bemporad et al. (1997), a globally stable control 
algorithm for wall-following based on incremental 
encoders and one sonar sensor is developed. In Vasallo 
et al. (1998), image processing is used to detect 
perspective lines and to guide the robot following the 
corridor centerline. This work assumes an elementary 
control law and does not prove control stability. In 
Yang and Tsai (1999), ceiling perspective lines are 
employed for robot guidance, but it also lacks a 
demonstration on system stability. Other authors have 
proposed to use the technique of optical flow for 
corridor centerline guidance. Some approaches 
incorporate two video cameras on the robot sides, and 
the optical flow is computed to compare the apparent 
velocity of image patterns from both cameras (Santos-
Victor et al., 1995). In Dev et al. (1997a), a camera is 

used to guide a robot along a corridor centerline or to 
follow a wall. In Servic and Ribaric (2001) perspective 
lines are used to find the absolute orientation within a 
corridor. In Carelli et al. (2002) the authors have 
proposed the fusion of the outputs of two vision-based 
controllers using a Kalman Filter in order to guide the 
robot along the centerline of a corridor. One of the 
controllers is based on optical flow, and the other is 
based on the perspective lines of the corridor. This 
work presents a stability analysis for the proposed 
control system. 
  In general, the works previously cited have not 
included a stability analysis for the control system. On 
the other hand, the performance of the control system 
depends on  environment conditions such as 
illumination, surface textures, perturbations from image 
quality loss, and other factors, which may render an 
individual controller performance unaceptable. A 
solution for this problem is to consider fusion from 
multiple controllers each of them, based on different 
sensing information. Although having the same control 
objectives, the controllers can be coordinated using the 
concept of behavior coordination (Pirjanian, 2000). 
With this concept, the command fusion schemes accept 
a set of behavior instances that share the control of the 
entire system at all times.  
 Command fusion schemes can be classified into 
four categories: voting (e.g. DAMN (Rosenblatt, 
1997)), superposition (e.g. AuRA (Arkin and Balch, 
1997)), Multiple Objective (e.g. Multiple Decision-
Making Control (Pirjanian, 2000)) and Fuzzy Logic 
(e.g. Multivaluated Logic Approach (Saffiotti et al., 
1995). Another example of a command fusion strategy 
is the dynamic approach to behavior-based robotics 
(Bicho, 1999). In this paper we consider the command 
fusion structure previously proposed by the authors in 
Freire et al. (2004). 
 The present work is a continuation of Carelli et al. 
(2002). There, two redundant vision-based control 
algorithms were used, one of them based on optical 
flow calculation and the other based on the perspective 
lines of the corridor. In the present work, the last 
controller was replaced by one which finds the 
perspective lines of the walls meeting the floor and 
fuses this information with the data obtained from 
ultrasonic sensors to estimate the robot position with 
respect to the centerline of the corridor. Based on this 
information, a controller is used to generate the angular 


